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Attention: Docket No. 2000-44 

To Whom it May Concern: 

The National Community Reinvestment Coalition (“NCRC”) submits this letter in 

response to the joint request by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency 

(Docket No. 00-l l), Federal Reserve System (Docket No. R- 1069), Federal Deposit 

Insurance Corporation, and the Office of Thrift Supervision (Docket No. 200044) 

for comments on regulations proposed by the agencies (the “proposed regulations”) 

pursuant to the disclosure and reporting provisions of Section 7 11 of the Gramm- 

Leach-Bliley Act (“GLB”), Pub. L. No. 106-102, 113 Stat. 1338 (1999) (“Section 

711”). 

NCRC believes that the so-called sunshine provision of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley 

Act searches vainly for a problem that does not exist. In its aimlessness, “sunshine” 

has the potential to create significant and real problems for community 

organizations, banks, and regulatory agencies. It has the potential to violate the First 

Amendment. By imposing significant regulatory burdens (in direct contrast to the 

intent of Section 7 11 (h)(2)(A)), it also has the potential to dramatically decrease the 

level of community reinvestment in this county, resulting in much fewer small 

business and home loans being made to low- and moderate-income families and 

neighborhoods. 

The Proposed Regulations Fail to Identify a Harm 

The so-called CRA (Community Reinvestment Act) sunshine provision is a policy 

based on groundless accusations and little, if any evidence. Senator Phil Gramm (R- 

TX) has repeatedly claimed that community organizations, with budgets in the 

thousands of dollars, use the merger application process to extort bribes and cash 
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payments from powerful, multi-billion dollar financial institutions. According to the Senator’s theory, 

banks are desperate to avoid community groups from making disparaging remarks about their CRA 

records to federal regulatory agencies that are considering their merger applications. And according to 

the Senator’s theory, banks will pay community groups thousands of dollars so that they will remain 

silent during the merger application process. What this theory does not acknowledge is that the 

regulatory agencies are able to separate out frivolous comments designed to merely impugn banks from 

substantiated comments based on research and data analysis. Moreover, any bad actor does not need the 

merger application process if the organization wanted to bribe banks. The organization could merely 

inform the bank that it would say outrageous things about the bank in the press if the bank did not give 

the organization cash grants. 

In addition to resting on faulty premises, the Senator’s theory of extortion does not hold up in reality. 

NCRC has 720 member community organizations that have negotiated more than 300 CRA agreements 

with banks. Our member organizations are proud of the agreements; these commitments include more 

than $1 trillion in loans and investments for low- and moderate-income communities. Our member 

organizations share agreements publicly either through press releases or on their web pages. NCRC has 

about 300 agreements on file; we also share the agreements publicly. As a matter of fact, Senator 

Gramm’s staff came to our offices, had access to all these agreements, and photocopied about 20 of 

them. Subsequent to Senator Gramm’s staff, Federal Reserve economists came to NCRC’s offices and 

analyzed all of the agreements in our files for their research projects. This openness on the part of 

NCRC and its member organizations is behavior that is opposite to that of extortionists. 

After sharing the agreements with Senator Gramm’s staff, the Senator repeatedly made the claim that 

most CRA agreements are secret. On the Senate floor during debate on the Financial Services 

Modernization Act of 1999, the Senator said, “I have presented today, from redacted agreements, secret 

agreements that have been entered into by community groups and banks, three examples, the onfy three 

we have, where over and over again community groups are paid cash payments in return for them 

withdrawing objections which they have made to banks taking specific action, or where they have 

agreed not to raise an objection.” In a press release on Thursday, May 6, 1999, the Senator said, “Part of 

our problem is that community groups, in negotiating with banks, in virtually every case, insist on the 

confidentiality of these agreements.” Yet, NCRC had made nearly 300 agreements involving 

negotiations between community groups and banks available to the Senator’s staff before the Senator 

made these statements. 

Testifying before the Senate Banking Committee in February of 1999, NCRC President and CEO John 

Taylor stated that NCRC’s analyses of CRA agreements revealed small dollar amounts of grants or 
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loans for the community organizations negotiating the agreements. Of the 1997 and 1998 agreements 

NCRC had on file, only $160,000 out of the more than $912 billion in total dollars committed were 

grants or loans to the non-bank negotiating party.’ This is virtually zero percent. 

As is abundantly clear, neither Senator Gramm nor any other governmental official has made any 

meaningful effort to document or detail any abuses that would warrant the scope of the proposed 

regulations. No report has demonstrated convincingly that community organizations have engaged in 

corrupt or abusive practices, nor is there any evidence that banks have engaged in unsafe or unsound 

banking or commercial practices to earn or maintain their CRA ratings. No report has indicated that the 

current CRA Examination Procedures have failed in any way to uncover abusive activities or 

unsafe/unsound banking practices. Under these circumstances, no grounds exist for regulating CRA- 

related speech. 

The Proposed Regulations Violate the First Amendment 

The sunshine provision will violate the First Amendment. The statute requires parties to CRA 

agreements or written understandings to disclose these private contracts to Federal government agencies 

only when the non-governmental party testifies to a Federal agency or discusses CRA issues with a 

bank. Disclosure is also required if a bank and a community organization engage in discussions about 

the community organization refraining from making a comment on a pending merger application or 

CRA exam. 

The proposed regulations raise serious Constitutional concerns because they impose significant 

reporting obligations on private persons not otherwise subject to government regulation based solely on 

the content of their communications with other private persons (that is, banks) or with the government 

with respect to conduct expressly encouraged by federal law (that is, comments made under the 

Community Reinvestment Act of 1977). As such, the proposed regulations violate the free speech and 

right to petition prongs of the First Amendment. We believe that the statute exposes the regulatory 

agencies to lawsuits if they implement this part of the statute. 

Section 7 11 and the proposed regulations place real and substantial burdens on speech, especially non- 

commercial speech relating to a person’s opinions of a bank’s activities in a particular community. The 

law and the proposed regulations are an open invitation for abuse. Under Section 7 11, government 

’ Testimony of John E. Tayior, President and CEO of the National Community Reinvestment Coalition before the Committee 

on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs of the United States Senate, February 25, 1999. 
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officials or their staffs could call banks and ask them if they had any conversations with community 

groups about community groups refraining from or submitting testimony at CRA public hearings (it is 

public knowledge that Senator Gramm’s staff called banks last year looking for examples of so-called 

extortionist CRA agreements). Based on one person’s versions of the events, including hearsay and 

innuendo regarding CRA contacts, public officials could claim violations of federal law (Section 7 11). 

A pall will be cast over legitimate business relationships among banks, community organizations, and 

other private sector contractors. Banks and community organizations will be afraid to talk to each other 

for fear that that their private contracts will be subject to endless investigations and witchunts. Banks 

and community organizations will also have to keep voluminous records of every conversation to protect 

themselves against accusations under Section 7 11. 

The preamble to the proposed rule illustrates the arbitrary nature of a regulation that seeks to distinguish 

among spoken or written words. The preamble suggests that a CRA contact or speech does not occur if 

an organization discusses in general terms how its product or service is “eligible for CRA credit.” But if 

the organization states that its product or service will impact a bank’s CRA performance, then the 

organization’s statement is a CRA contact. The distinction in these two comments is faint; and it is 

easily conceivable that a regulatory official in the future will decide that the general description of how 

the product is eligible for CRA credit implies that the organization is trying to help the bank improve its 

particular CRA rating. 

Further confounding matters, the preamble to the proposed rule states that the “rule and the examples do 

not contemplate that a discussion or contact must include any particular words or phrases, such as 

“Community Reinvestment Act,” “ CRA” or “CRA rating” in order to be a CRA contact. Instead, the 

substance and context of the discussion or contact are the controlling factors.” In the very next 

paragraph, the preamble says that a fundraising letter would not be a CRA contact if it was sent to 

several banks and businesses asking them to meet “their obligation to assist in making the local 

community a better place to live and work.” While this letter does not mention CRA, one could argue 

that it implies CRA since CRA includes an obligation to make a community a better place to live and 

work through its obligation on banks to make credit available to all communities in which they are 

chartered. When a regulation starts deciding which speech triggers which government requirement on 

which parties, there is no way for the regulation to be consistent and fair. 

Thus, banks and community organizations will never be certain when the proposed regulations would be 

triggered. Community organizations and banks will never know when agency-driven interpretations 

may shift, making it impossible to know when speech triggers disclosure requirements and/or otherwise 

subjects private persons to stiff penalties for violating Section 711. These penalties include a voided 
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contract for not making the proper disclosures or for not disclosing a CRA agreement at all, and can also 

involve a non-governmental entity having to return grants and/or being barred from negotiating CRA 

agreements for up to ten years. 

Although supposedly targeting the use of CRA-related funds for “personal gain,” neither Section 7 11 

nor the proposed regulations make any attempt to define that term. Thus, at what point ordinary salaries 

paid by non-profit organizations will be viewed as funds used for “personal gain” will merely add to the 

chilling effect of Section 7 11 and the proposed regulations. 

In NAACP V. Button, 371 U.S. 415 (1963), the Supreme Court states, “(T)here is no longer any doubt 

that the First and Fourteenth Amendments protect certain forms of orderly group activity..(A) vague and 

broad statute lends itself to selective enforcement against unpopular causes.. .In such circumstances, a 

statute broadly curtailing group activity leading to litigation may easily become a weapon of oppression, 

however, evenhanded its terms appear.. .” 

The sunshine provision threatens the right to redress grievances since it is vague and broad. Its broad 

nature can apply to thousands of organizations that do not think of themselves as CRA advocates but 

may use CRA-related speech in their conversations with banks. These include community development 

corporations, community development financial institutions, and even for-profit organizations such as 

loan brokers. In addition to NCRC’s 720 community organization members, the National Congress for 

Community Economic Development counts about 3,600 community development corporations across 

the country. The National Low Income Housing Coalition has 1,200 member organizations that 

advocate for, provide, and develop affordable housing. As is readily apparent, this nation has thousands 

of community-based organizations that may not be aware of the GrammLeach-Bliley Act and when 

their conversations with banks may trigger disclosure requirements. 

In its comment letter, Tokai Bank of California mentions that it talks with community organizations 

every day about CRA. If one bank has daily discussions about CRA with non-governmental third 

parties, it is clear that the proposed sunshine CRA contact rules will broadly apply to thousands of 

conversations across the country involving thousands of banks and thousands of community 

organizations. 

Under the First Amendment, neither Congress nor the federal agencies can impose these types of 

content-driven restrictions on speech or the right to petition government. See, e.g., Consolidated Edison 

of New York, Inc. v. Public Serv. Comm’n, 447 U.S. 530, 540 (1980), citing, Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 

1,25 (1976). The proposed regulations only highlight the First Amendment issues presented by Section 
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7 11 by creating a confusing and vague array of lines for private persons to trip over. Under these 

circumstances, the proposed regulations will expose the agencies to extensive litigation, (A 

supplemental memo on the Constitutional principles implicated by the proposed regulations is attached 

as an Appendix to this letter.) 

The Proposed Regulations May Violate the Commerce Clause 

The proposed regulations also pose the threat of subjecting to federal regulation wholly local contracts 

and communications between persons and banks located in a single isolated community within a state. 

The underlying contract would not, in and of itself, be federalized simply because the bank is subject to 

federal regulation or because the contract may have effects on the bank under the CRA. Similarly, as to 

the non-bank person, the communication remains wholly local and intra-state, notwithstanding the 

regulation of the bank as a federally-insured or interstate entity under the federal banking laws. 

Accordingly, by attempting to reach such contracts and/or communications, Section 711 and the 

proposed regulations may violate the Commerce Clause. United States v. Lopez, 5 14 U.S. 549,567 

(1995). 

The Proposed Regulations Will Frustrate the CRA 

If the sunshine regulation retains its CRA “contact” provision, it could drastically reduce the level of 

CRA-related lending and investing by making it much more difficult for banks, community 

organizations, and even other for-profit companies to enter into partnerships. Considerable confusion 

will remain about when a CRA contact or speech triggers disclosure requirements. A natural response 

will be fewer CRA agreements and contracts, meaning fewer loans and investments reaching 

traditionally underserved communities. 

Even before the sunshine regulations are implemented, NCRC member organizations report that banks 

are not willing to enter into CRA agreements. According to the Coalition on Homelessness and Housing 

in Ohio, Fifth Third is balking at renewing its CRA agreement because of sunshine. The Detroit 

Alliance for Fair Banking reports that local banks have become reluctant to develop specific targets and 

dollar goals in CRA agreements for lending and investing in traditionally underserved neighborhoods. It 

is alarming that the proposed regulation is already discouraging banks to work in a public manner with 

community organizations in planning reinvestment strategies and developing affordable lending 

products. 
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The sunshine statute strikes at the heart of CRA. The essence of the Community Reinvestment Act is 

encouraging members of the general public to articulate credit needs and engage in dialogue with banks 

and federal banking agencies. CRA motivates dialogue and collaboration for the purpose of revitalizing 

inner city and rural communities. The sunshine statute, by making CRA-related speech suspect, 

threatens to reverse more than twenty years of bank-community partnerships and progress. 

Recommendations: Seek Department of Justice Review and Create a Fact Finding Commission 

Because of the profound damage that the CRA contact portion of the sunshine statute will cause, NCRC 

asks that the federal banking agencies refrain from implementing the CRA contact rules until they have 

sought an opinion from the Department of Justice’s Office of Legal Counsel. In addition, NCRC urges 

the Federal Reserve Board to use its authority under the statute to refrain from implementing the CRA 

contact provisions. Under the statute, the Federal Reserve Board has the authority to exempt agreements 

and CRA contacts from disclosure requirements. Thus, the Board also has the ability to decide that 

CRA-related speech is not grounds for disclosing CRA agreements. 

Instead of basing disclosure requirements on certain types of written or oral speech, NCRC urges the 

federal banking agencies to base disclosure upon threshold levels for grants and loans and the material 

impact standard that NCRC suggests below. In lieu of the proposed regulations, Section 7 11 offers a 

“CRA contact” neutral approach for the agencies to detennine when disclosure requirements should 

apply. Based on their existing CRA examination procedures, the federal banking agencies are now in a 

position to consider the nature of CRA-related transactions and determine what CRA-related 

transactions are material to CRA ratings without regard to CRA-related communications. 

Implemented in the manner NCRC suggests, Section 7 11 would not place an undue burden on private 

parties engaging in CRA-related activities. Consistent with the tremendous progress in reinvestment 

made possible by CRA, Section 7 11 (h)(2)(A) makes clear that Congress did not intend to place an 

“undue burden” on parties engaged in CRA-related activities. 

The proposed regulations, unfortunately, do create undue burdens. In considering a materiality standard, 

the agencies also should define the harms they are trying to regulate so as to minimize the burdens 

placed on banks and community organizations in complying with the standards adopted. After the 

agencies have identified any harms or abuses, they can focus their regulation on the harms instead of 

adopting a broad and sweeping regulation. 
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In this regard, we would urge the Agencies to follow the precedent they established during 1993-95 and 

(i) conduct their own investigation into CRA activities and agreements with banks and other financial 

institutions with an eye to using existing Examination Procedures to define what types of transactions 

merit coverage under Section 7 11 (NCRC firmly believes that such an investigation also will show that 

there has been no pattern of abuses with regard to the activities of non-governmental entities engaged in 

CRA-related work); (ii) consider forming a panel of government, banking and community organization 

officials to collect comments and data relating to CRA-related banking practices and regulation;’ and 

(iii) hold public hearings relating to any proposed regulations to gauge the impact of such regulations on 

financial institutions and community groups around the United States. 

The First Amendment and Commerce Clause issues associated with Section 7 11 not only affect 

reinvestment, they also establish a precedent about whether political officials can pass laws that trigger 

disclosure requirements based on speech under existing laws that they do not like. A quarter century of 

experience implementing CRA does not establish a basis or demonstrate the need for the drastic 

measures of Section 7 11. NCRC and its 720 member organizations regard this law as a grave danger 

and urge the agencies not to adopt the proposed regulations in their current form. 

Below are NCRC’s detailed responses to the proposed sunshine rule. 

Sincerely, 

John Taylor 

President and CEO 

2 With respect to the broad array of options available to the Agencies. it should be noted that in 1995, the Secretary of 

the Treasury appointed the 13-member Financial Services Advisory Commission to study the strengths and weaknesses of the 

federal banking system. In 1994, the Secretary of the Treasury appointed the 30-member Bank Secrecy Act Advisory Group 

to assist the Treasury Department in developing more effective money-laundering policies while reducing regulatory 

burdens. Finally, in connection with the GLB amendments to the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956, the Treasury 

Department and Federal Reserve Board conducted informal interviews with representatives of securities firms and bank 

holding companies before formulating new proposed rules regarding merchant banking activities, allowable holding periods, 

and monitoring and risk management systems. 
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Detailed Responses to the Proposed Rule on CRA Sunshine 

The Material Impact Standard for Disclosure 

NCRC believes that the Federal banking agencies have made the incorrect choice regarding the material 

impact standard for triggering disclosure. The statute mandates that CRA agreements must be disclosed 

if they are made “pursuant to, or in connection with the fulfillment of the Community Reinvestment Act 

of 1977.” It then defines fulfillment as a “list of factors that the appropriate Federal banking agency 

determines have a material impact on the agency’s decision” to approve an application (including a 

merger application) or assign a particular CRA rating. 

NCRC maintains that a CRA agreement or contract has a material impact if it results in a bank making a 

higher number of loans, investments, and services to low- and moderate-income individuals and in low- 

and moderate-income communities in more than half of a bank’s assessment areas and other markets 

discussed on a CRA exam.3 A CRA agreement of this nature is more likely to affect a decision by a 

federal agency to approve a merger application or influence a CRA rating than an agreement that 

specifies any increase in loans, investments, and services. For example, an agreement is more likely to 

impact a bank’s CRA rating or application if it results in improved performance in six of the ten 

assessment areas for a particular bank than in two of the ten areas. 

The federal agencies have interpreted the statute to mandate that disclosure is required if an agreement 

mandates any level of CRA-related lending, investing, and services. 

The federal agency interpretation of material impact is overly broad and is inconsistent with the 

intention of the statute. The additional thresholds for disclosure under the statute involve any grant over 

$10,000 or loan greater than $50,000 directed towards the non-governmental party negotiating the 

contract or any other non-governmental party on an annual basis. If the regulatory agencies retain their 

interpretation mandating disclosure of any agreement with loans and grants above these thresholds, then 

hundreds if not thousands of contracts among banks, community organizations, and other private sector 

entities will have to be disclosed on an annual basis. As discussed above, there are thousands of 

community development corporations and other neighborhood-based organizations that engage in 

3 CR4 exams include ratings for states and certain multi-state MSAs. In addition, CRA exams contain discussions and 

conclusions for MSAs in which an interstate bank has branches and in non-MSA portions of a state in which a lender has 

branches. 
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regular conversations with lending institutions and who receive loans and grants for affordable housing 

and community development activities. A broad interpretation of material impact will therefore amount 

to a widespread and burdensome requirement for both the regulatory agencies and the private sector. 

In order to appreciate how the proposed material impact standard will broadly apply, it is necessary to 

outline the distinction between CRA agreements and smaller scale grants and loans made to community 

development organizations and other neighborhood-based organizations. On the one hand, CRA 

agreements are negotiated between banks and community groups and are significant promises by banks 

to lend to and invest in low- and moderate-income communities. These agreements involve millions or 

billions of dollars of loans and investments. On the other hand, contracts between banks and 

community-based development organizations involve grants and loans for affordable housing and 

economic development. These loans and grants are in the thousands of dollars. Therefore, a broad 

interpretation of material impact can cover the hundreds, if not thousands, of contracts made among 

banks, community development organizations, and for-profit companies. 

It is clearly not the intent of Section 7 11 to create widespread and undue burden on a significant amount 

of private sector activity that happens to be directed towards revitalizing low- and moderate-income 

communities. Thus, it is imperative to narrow the scope of material impact so it focuses on the CRA 

agreements involving major promises to increase lending and investing throughout entire low- and 

moderate-income communities. 

NCRC urges the regulatory agencies to reconsider their interpretation of material impact. At the very 

least, the threshold should be if the agreement is likely to affect a bank’s CRA performance in more than 

one assessment area or market as a result of committing the bank to a higher level of investments, loans, 

and services in low- and moderate-income communities. This way, the scope is narrowed, pursuant to 

more quantifiable and objective criteria, to agreements that are more likely to have a material impact on 

a CRA rating or merger application. 

The regulatory agencies must develop quantitative standards for determining if a CRA agreement 

materially impacts CRA performance in a bank’s assessment area(s). For example, a contract specifying 

a $15,000 community development loan is unlikely to improve a CRA rating in a multi-state 

metropolitan statistical area (MSA). On the other hand, a CRA agreement is much more likely to impact 

a CRA rating if it commits a bank to substantially increase its level of lending, investments, and services 

in the multi-state MSA during a specified time period in the future. A CRA agreement would improve 

performance on the lending test, for instance, if it committed a thrift to boost its number of home loans 

to LMI (low- and moderate-income) borrowers and to LMI neighborhoods. It should also result in 
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substantially increasing the share of loans for LMI borrowers and LMI census tracts by five to ten 

percentage points (from 25 percent to 30 or 35 percent of all loans, for instance). Similarly, the CRA 

agreement would enhance the thrift’s performance on its investment test if the thrift promised to 

increase its dollar amount of investments so that the thrift’s community development investments to 

assets ratio increased by half a percent.4 Lastly, improvement under the service test would consist of 

promises to open new branches in LMI census tracts, to significantly increase the number of low-cost 

banking accounts for LMI customers, and/or offer significant numbers of financial literacy counseling 

sessions. 

The agencies can use their experience under the strategic plan option in deciding when various levels of 

loans, investments, and services under CRA agreements will impact CRA ratings. The strategic plan 

option in lieu of the regular CRA exams involves agency oversight of quantitative standards. Under the 

strategic plan option, banks propose goals of lending, investing, and services. The lending institutions 

assign Satisfactory and Outstanding ratings to various levels of their goal attainment. The agencies then 

verify if the bank goals truly reflect Satisfactory and Outstanding CRA ratings. Applying the current 

strategic plan examination procedures towards determining material impact of CRA agreements is more 

objective and predictable for banks and community groups than the current proposed regulations’ 

application of CRA contacts and material impact. 

Exemptions from Written Agreement 

The statute exempts a CRA agreement or written understanding from disclosure if it involves an 

individual mortgage loan. NCRC believes that this would also include an agreement that pledges 

several mortgage loans in a future time period. An agreement for making several loans is simply an 

agreement that promises a bank to make a series of “individual” mortgage loans. The reference to 

mortgage loan includes any loan secured by real estate, and not only a home purchase, home 

improvement or refinancing loan. 

NCRC maintains that a commitment to make multiple loans to individuals, businesses, farms or other 

entities does not have to name a specific business or organization in order to qualify for the statute’s 

4 In the CRA Harrdbook, Kenneth H. Thomas, Ph.D. suggests using 1 percent as the ratio of community development (CD) 

investments to assets as an Oustanding level of performance under the Investment Test. Most banks in his sample had ratios 

of less than half of a percent of CD investments to assets. If a CRA agreement resulted in the ratio increasing by half of one 

percent, the agreement would be likely to improve the rating on the investment test. See the CRA Handbook, 1998, McGraw 

Hill. 
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exemption from disclosure. The statute exempts “any specific contract or commitment for a loan or 

extension of credit to individuals, businesses, farms, or other entities if the funds are loaned at rates (that 

are) not substantially below market rates and if the purpose of the loan or extension of credit does not 

include any re-lending of the borrowed funds to other parties.” 

The reference to a specific contract does not limit the exemption to a contract with a specific 

organization or business or a specific loan. NCRC believes that a CRA agreement committing a bank to 

make a specific number or dollar amount of small business or small farm loans in a specific 

geographical area would meet the criterion of a specific contract. 

NCRC also believes that below-market rate means a rate that is 200 basis points below a published rate 

in a newspaper, advertisements, and other media. Given the rise of risk-based pricing, it is becoming 

more common for lending institutions to offer lower interest rates than those advertised to borrowers 

they consider well-qualified. A few years ago, a loan offered at one percent below prevailing rates 

would be considered below-market rate, but we believe that this is no longer the case. Hence, NCRC 

suggests the 200 basis point standard. 

Exempt Status of Unilateral Pledges 

Senator Phil Gramm (R-TX), in a lengthy interview in the American Banker- on June 9 suggests that 

disclosure requirements should apply to pledges that are made unilaterally by banks and that are not 

signed by non-governmental third parties. The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act simply does not include 

unilateral pledges as contracts requiring disclosure. NCRC agrees with the example in the preamble of 

the proposed rule stating that unilateral pledges by banks are not subject to disclosure. 

Fair Lending Enforcement Exemption 

NCRC is pleased that the Federal regulatory agencies exempted fair lending enforcement activities from 

the definition of written agreements. Activities to ensure compliance with the Equal Credit Opportunity 

Act (ECOA) or the Fair Housing Act (FHA) necessarily involve audits and mystery shopping of front- 

line bank employees. Banks sometimes make contracts with third parties to conduct the mystery 

shopping. Public disclosure of these contracts would tip off the loan officers and defeat the purpose of 

the mystery shopping. 
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CRA Contact or Speech 

As discussed above, NCRC believes that the part of the statute triggering disclosure based on CRA- 

related speech is unconstitutional. The proposed exemptions for certain types of CRA-speech would 

only compound the First Amendment difficulties as discussed below. Since the Federal Reserve Board 

has the authority to exempt agreements from disclosure requirements, the Board also has the ability to 

decide that CRA-related speech is not grounds for disclosing CRA agreements. As discussed above, 

NCRC believes that any attempt to impose disclosure obligations with respect to CRA-related activities 

must be done on a “CRA contact” neutral basis and should relate only to activities that meet a well- 

defined standard of materiality. 

Exemptiom for Federal Agerlcy Requests for- CRA Conznients 

In addition to the problems discussed above, the Federal banking agencies’ proposed rule makes 

arbitrary exceptions of what counts as CRA contacts (or discussions about CRA that trigger disclosure 

requirements). A community group that testifies on its own volition at a merger hearing is subject to 

disclosure. In contrast, the community group is not subject to disclosure if a federal regulatory agency 

asked the community group for comments on a pending CRA exam or if the community group made 

CRA-related comments at widely attended conferences or symposium. 

These carve-outs compound the First Amendment difficulties and could taint the CRA process. Under 

this proposal, the Federal agencies can contact community groups that are predisposed to say what the 

agencies want to hear about CRA, and then these groups are exempt from disclosure requirements. 

Also, the Federal agencies can exempt CRA comments at their conferences but, of course, apply 

disclosure requirements during CRA public hearings on mergers. The solution to this arbitrariness is to 

simply rule that comments during merger applications, CRA exams, or at any other point in the CRA 

process do not trigger disclosure requirements since the Federal agencies invited the comments through 

their own regulations implementing long-standing banking law. 

Exemptioru Exciudiing Some Discussior~s with Bmks 

The Federal agencies also wonder whether they should include as a CRA contact: 1) written and oral 

testimony on CRA to the agencies, and 2) discussions with banks about providing or refraining from 

providing comments relating to their CRA records. The agencies wonder if they should exclude 

discussions with banks about their CRA ratings and CRA performance while the bank is undergoing a 
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merger. These discussions would be excluded if they did not involve discussions about whether a 

community group should refrain from or submit testimony to a federal agency. 

Sound confusing? NCRC believes this is a convoluted mess. How would it be possible to determine for 

sure if a community group only discussed a CRA rating with a bank and not whether the group will 

submit comments to a Federal agency? How will it be possible to make these distinctions unless the 

federal agencies tap the phones or use some other under-handed technique to ferret out what precisely 

was said? The regulatory agency may have to make the final decision based on claims by the bank and 

counter-claims by the community group on what was said. 

Section 7 11 does not include references to discussions about whether or not community groups will 

submit CRA-related comments. This aspect of the proposed regulation once again illustrates the 

arbitrary nature of regulating speech since it exceeds the statutory requirements. Likewise, future 

excesses are also very possible in interpreting an unconstitutional statute. 

Time Limits for CRA Corltact 

Using extremely long time limits for detemrining if a CRA contact triggers disclosure will chill 

discussions between community organizations and banks. In particular, the agencies wonder if 

discussions with banks up to 2 years before an agreement or up to 90 days after the agreement should 

trigger disclosure requirements. Banks and community organizations will have difficulty remembering 

conversations up to 2 years before an agreement. Again, the regulatory agencies would end up relying 

on accusations, hearsay, and innuendo to decide what is a CRA contact if they base their trigger on long 

time periods. A ninety-day time period is likewise a period of time that is longer than most merger 

application decisions and comment periods. It is possible for a community group to make an off-hand 

CRA-related comment to a bank or regulatory agency three months after the agreement is signed, and 

then not realize that their comment just triggered a disclosure requirement. 

Long time periods for CRA contacts would create a massive record-keeping burden. Since the parties 

would not know whether a given set of communications might one day become covered (for example, 

because they lead to a covered agreement or because a community group makes a comment about a 

bank for the first time), banks and community organizations would have to keep detailed records of u/l 

communications just to protect themselves from the vagaries of Section 7 11 and the proposed 

regulations. 
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If the final CRA disclosure requirements remain time-based in any manner, NCRC would suggest using 

the public comment time period in the case of merger and other applications. In the case of CRA exams, 

the time period would run from the day the exam is announced (in the advance notices sent by the 

agencies) to when the exam occurs. These time periods make sense because they are already recognized 

as official time periods. Parties to agreements will have an easier time remembering events in these time 

periods than the much longer time periods that are proposed by the agencies. 

In the June interview with the Americm Banker, Senator Gramm suggests that “any meeting between a 

community group and a bank about CRA investments should trigger disclosure requirements.” An 

indefinite time period as the Senator suggests will result in enormous burdens by all parties in 

remembering and tracking any meetings or negotiations concerning loans, investments, and grants in 

traditionally underserved communities. 

Exemption for “Arms-Length” Transactions by For-Profit Organizations 

The agencies ask if certain secondary market activities should be exempt from the CRA speech trigger 

because they are conducted on a daily basis, they are conducted on an “arm’s length basis,” and they do 

not involve any “coercive” aspect. This exemption would apply during the course of the transaction 

even if the parties discuss whether the activities “involve loans within the institution’s CRA assessment 

area, or would otherwise improve the institution’s CRA performance.” 

This example clearly shows the dangers and biases inherent in any rule regulating free speech. The 

agencies are showing a bias towards institutions (presumably for-profit organizations) that operate on 

the secondary market. The agencies show no such concern about the discussions that community 

development financial institutions, community development corporations, and other nonprofit 

organizations may have with banks. Worse, the agencies imply that discussions with nonprofit 

organizations involve a “coercive” aspect while secondary market institutions have discussions on an 

“arms-length basis” and in a non-coercive manner. 

NCRC’s 720 community organization members reject this proposal as biased and arbitrary. It reveals 

the ugly pitfalls accompanying a rule regulating free speech. Instead, NCRC calls upon the agencies to 

rule that CRA contacts or speech cannot trigger disclosure requirements. 
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Determining Dollar Values for Threshold Levels 

The federal banking agencies request comment for calculating dollar amounts for threshold levels when 

an agreement does not specify the time period in which grants and loans will be directed to the non- 

governmental party. In these cases, the federal agencies should rely upon the reporting of banks and 

community organizations. Because banks are already subject to the agencies’ CRA examination 

procedures, they already report many CRA-related grants and loans to the agencies. There is also no 

evidence that community groups have anything to hide and will fail to honestly report to the agencies 

the dollar amount of grants and loans they receive under an agreement. If the dollar amount exceeds the 

$10,000 threshold for a grant or a $50,000 threshold for a loan, community groups and banks will 

provide the appropriate disclosures for either specific or general operating grants. 

The agencies also ask how to calculate the value of loans and grants for CRA agreements that commit a 

lender to open a branch or commence a service that is not related to making a grant or loan to a non- 

governmental party. NCRC’s response to this is simple - there is nothing in these instances for the 

federal regulatory agencies to calculate in terms of loans and grants! These agreements would have no 

disclosure requirements. 

Affiliates of Depository Institutions 

The proposed rule covers CRA agreements that are made with affiliates of depository institutions that 

the parent institution opts to have examined under a CRA performance evaluation. An unintended 

consequence of this is that depository institutions will have their affiliates make CRA agreements and 

then chose not to have their affiliates examined under CRA performance evaluations. NCRC believes 

that the enforcement of CRA and the nation’s fair lending laws will be weakened as a result. 

NCRC has already seen instances where the CRA and fair lending record of the depository institution 

undergoing a CRA performance evaluation is better than the record of the affiliate it chooses not to have 

examined. This trend may intensify, especially if depository institution affiliates make agreements that 

have relatively small impacts (for example, commitments for grants of around $10,500) and then chose 

not to be scrutinized by CRA exams. The statute states that “nothing in this act should be construed to 

repeal any provision of the Community Reinvestment Act of 1977.” A rule that encourages affiliates of 

depository institutions to opt out of CRA exams is contrary to the spirit of this provision. 

NCRC suggests that the regulatory agencies automatically consider affiliates of depository institutions 

covered under any CRA agreement. This would avoid gaming the CRA exam process by having 
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affiliates enter into small CRA agreements. It would also simplify reporting procedures. Affiliates 

would report at the outset of agreements or have their parent institution report. They would be free of 

the hassles of having to inform a non-governmental party that any contracts are covered at a later date 

because the parent institution opted to include the affiliates on the CRA exam. Considerable time may 

have passed between a signing of a contract and a CRA exam, making it difficult for the affiliate and 

community groups to keep track of disclosure requirements as they are currently proposed. 

Means of Disclosure 

Text of the Agreement 

The statute and proposed rule require two types of disclosure. The first is disclosing the complete text 

of the agreement. The second involves annual reports by the community organization about the use of 

grants and loans and annual reports by the lending institutions concerning grants, loans, and investments 

they made under the agreement. 

NCRC agrees with the proposed procedure of requiring the bank to disclose the text of the agreement, 

and requiring the non-governmental party to disclose the text of the agreement only if requested to do so 

by an agency. There is no compelling reason why both the bank and a non-governmental party must 

both initially disclose the same agreement to the regulatory agencies. 

In many cases, a bank will have its affiliates regulated by two or three of the federal bank regulatory 

agencies. To avoid any confusion about which agency should receive the agreement, the agencies ought 

to establish an interagency office or room at the FFIEC (Federal Financial Institution Examination 

Council) for receiving and storing the agreements. 

Annual Reports 

NCRC agrees with the Federal agencies that non-governmental parties should not be required to submit 

annual reports during the years in which they did not receive grants or loans under the agreement. 

While other organizations may have received grants and loans under the agreement, it would be 

logistically impractical for the negotiating party to report on how the grants and loans were used by the 

other parties. In many cases, the banks may be making relatively small grants to hundreds of 

community groups over a multi-state area. It is also unreasonable for the non-negotiating parties to be 

required to report since they may not even be aware that they received grants or loans because of a CRA 

agreement. 
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NCRC appreciates the distinction that the federal banking agencies made between grants used for 

specific purposes and those for more general operating expenses. This proposal has the potential to 

simplify reporting requirements. Under the procedures for specific grants, a community group can 

indicate that the grant was used for a specific program such as a financial literacy event or for the 

purchase of specific equipment such as computers. It is useful for the non-governmental party to know 

that they can indicate that the grant or loan was used to purchase equipment in addition to supporting a 

project or program. If the reporting procedure entails a brief description detailing the specific uses of 

the grant, then the reporting procedure has indeed been simplified. 

Under the procedures for general operating grants, NCRC recommends that the Federal regulatory 

agencies indicate which tax reports and other fotms are acceptable. For general operating support, the 

statute requires that non-governmental parties must provide a list indicating if the grant or loan was used 

for compensation, administrative expenses, travel, entertainment, consulting, professional fees, and other 

expenses. In the preamble to the proposed rule, the banking agencies say that the use of tax reports and 

other forms are acceptable if they include the required information. This is confusing since the agencies 

also say that the IRS 990 form and other tax forms they inspected require more detailed information than 

required by the statute. NCRC suggests that the agencies clearly stipulate in the regulation which tax 

forms are acceptable. Then they can add that other reports and forms are acceptable if they provide the 

required information. 

The public record from the Congressional deliberations over the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act support the 

use of the IRS 990 form as the means of disclosure. The Manager’s report accompanying the legislation 

states that, “The Managers intend that.. . the appropriate Federal supervisory agency may provide that the 

nongovernmental entity or person.. . fulfill the requirements of subsection c by the submission of its 

audited financial statement or its Federal income tax return.” In addition, Representatives Jim Leach (R- 

IA) and John LaFalce (D-NY) engaged in a colloquy on the eve of the House vote on Gramm-Leach- 

Bliley in which they reiterated and emphasized the use of Federal income tax returns as satisfying the 

disclosure requirements. 

NCRC also appreciates the proposal for allowing the use of annual reports to meet the reporting 

requirements for general operating grants. The agencies propose to allow the non-governmental party to 

include expense categories specified in the statute in their annual reports. Then, the non-governmental 

party can list all of their expenses for the year. The federal agencies will then allocate the general 

operating grant dollars among the expense categories in the same proportion as the non-governmental 

party spent their overall funds among the expense categories. This proposal is consistent with the 
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statute’s language stating that the sunshine requirement should “not impose an undue burden on the 

parties.” 

It would be useful for the federal regulatory agencies to prepare sample disclosure reports as they 

contemplate in the preamble to the proposed rule. 

NCRC believes that the consolidated procedures for reporting should be available to the parties if they 

have two or more agreements instead of limiting the procedure to parties with five or more agreements. 

Under the proposed consolidated reporting procedures, the parties can produce one report that shows 

how the funding from all the agreements was used, instead of producing a report for each agreement. 

The statute does not limit the consolidated reporting procedure to any number of agreements. There is 

no reason why the consolidated reporting procedure for two or more agreements cannot produce the 

same level of information as two or more separate reports. 

To answer the query from the regulators about whether any additional items should be included in 

annual reports, NCRC responds that the proposed regulation covers enough items to thoroughly 

document how funds are used. Any more items amount to regulatory burden. 

More Stringent than the Freedom of Information Act 

NCRC takes exception to the suggestion that Section 711 of the statute implies more stringent disclosure 

requirements than the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). Just because the statute refers to a 

requirement to disclose an agreement in its entirety, does not mean that a new statute should trump the 

protections and procedures of a well-established and widely used law like FOIA. Section 7 11 (h)(2)(A) 

of the GLB also states that the agencies must ensure that “proprietary and confidential information is 

protected.” 

FOIA’s rules and procedures should apply to CRA agreements as they now apply to merger applications 

and other procedures involving CRA. In particular, no party to an agreement should be required to 

disclose an agreement until an agency has ruled on a FOIA request. 
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APPENDIX 

OVERVIEW OF APPLICABLE CONSTITUTIONAL PRINCIPLES 

If adopted, the Proposed Regulations may be enjoined on various grounds. This memorandum is 

not intended as a definitive or exhaustive legal brief Rather, it is intended to provide supplemental case 

authority for points raised in the NCRC’s formal comment letter, and should be read in conjunction with 

that letter. 

I. The Proposed Regulations Violate the Free Speech and Right to Petition Prongs of the First 

Amendment 

A. The Proposed Regulations Are a Content-Based Restriction on Free Speech 

The Proposed Regulations impose substantial reporting and disclosure requirements on private 

persons not otherwise subject to government regulation based solely on the content of those persons’ 

communications with other nongovernmental entities (i.e., insured depository institutions) or with the 

Agencies themselves (through comments made concerning the Community Reinvestment Act of 1977 

(“CRA”)). 

The Proposed Regulations, which implement Section 71 lof the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act 
(“GLB”), Pub. L. No. 106-102, 113 Stat. 1338 (1999) (“Section 71 l”), require private persons not 

otherwise subject to government regulation who enter into a “covered agreement” with an insured 

depository institution or an affriliate of an insured depository institution to disclose the agreement to the 

public and the appropriate federal banking agency and file annual reports describing the uses of funds 

received under the agreement. Section .4(b), (c) and Section .5(b). If a private person fails to 

comply with the regulations’ reporting&d disclosure requirements, the agreement is voided. 

Section 7(a). -. 

The Proposed Regulations adopt the exemption contained in Section 71 l(e)(l)(B)(iii), and 

provide that: “[a] covered agreement does not include any agreement entered into by an insured 

depository institution or affiliate of an insured depository institution with a person who has not 

commented on, testified about, or discussed with the institution, or otherwise contacted the institution 

concerning the CRA.” Section -. 2(b)(2). 

Commenting on, testifying about, discussing with, or otherwise contacting an insured depository 

institution or a federal banking agency concerning the CRA is speech protected by the First Amendment. 

Indeed, it is speech on a “‘matter[] of public concern,“’ which is “‘at the heart of the First Amendment’s 

protection.“’ First National Bank of Boston v. Belloti, 435 U.S. 765,776 (1978) (citing Thomhill v. 

Alabama, 310 U.S. 88, 101 (1940)). 
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By imposing significant reporting and disclosure requirements backed by a civil penalty on 

private persons who comment on, testify about, discuss with, or otherwise contact an insured 

depository institution or affiliate of an insured depository institution concerning the CRA, the Proposed 

Regulations “chill” constitutionally protected expression. See. e.g., United States v. Nat’1 Treasury 
Emnlovees Union, 513 U.S. 454,468-69 (1995) (striking down a ban on honoraria as an abridgment of 

speech under the First Amendment because the ban created a disincentive to expression). If a private 

person makes comments about a bank’s compliance (or noncompliance) with the CRA, the reporting and 

disclosure requirements are triggered as to all communications - past, present and future. Thus, before 

speaking, a person must keep in mind the possible future disclosure requirements and the penalties for 

nondisclosure. This creates a disincentive to speak by attaching a cost and risk to any CRA-related 
communication. 

The Agencies themselves acknowledge the “chilling” effect of the regulations’ substantial 
reporting and disclosure requirements. The Proposed Regulations provide that a person who provides 

written or oral comments or testimony to a federal banking agency in response to a direct request from 

the agency does not have to report and disclose, Section -. 2(b)(2)(iii)(A), because “imposing the rule’s 

requirements on the person might impede the agency’s ability to obtain necessary or useful information.” 

See Preamble to the Proposed Regulations. 

This “chilling” effect is rendered more severe because the Proposed Regulations include examples 

of “CRA contacts” that do and do not trigger the reporting and disclosure requirements. For instance, a 

private person need not report and disclose if he or she discusses the CRA at a “widely attended 

conference or seminar regarding a general topic.” Section 

2(b)(2)(iii). - 

.2(b)(2)(iii)(B). The regulations state that 

the examples are “not exclusive.” Section -. 

The Proposed Regulations are content-based restrictions because they “chill” a particular 

category of expression, i.e., speech concerning the CRA. See. e.g, Consolidated 
York. Inc. v. Public Serv. Comm’n, 447 U.S. 530, 537 (1980) (“The First Amendment’s hostility to 

content-based regulation extends not only to restrictions on particular viewpoints, but also to 
prohibition of public discussion of an entire topic.“). Content-based restrictions are subject to “exacting 

scrutiny.” See. e.g., Turner Broadcasting System. Inc. v. KC, 5 12 U.S. 622,642 (1994) (“Our 

precedents thus apply the most exacting scrutiny to regulations that suppress, disadvantage, or impose 

differential burdens upon speech because of its content.“). The government action can be sustained 
“only if the government can show that the regulation is a precisely drawn means of serving a compelling 

[government] interest.” Consolidated Edison, 447 U.S. at 540; Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 25 (1976). 

The Proposed Regulations’ abridgment of free speech cannot be justified under the strict scrutiny 

test applicable to content-based restrictions. Neither Section 711 nor the Proposed Regulations pinpoint 

a specific harm or abuse at which the reporting and disclosure requirements are targeted. Section 711 

does not contain any provision regarding Congressional purpose or findings, and neither Senator Gramm 
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nor any other government official has documented any abuses of the CRA. As Justice Marshall aptly 

stated in his dissenting opinion in California Bankers Assn. v. Shultz, 416 U.S. 21, 99 (1974) 

however slight may be the inhibition of First Amendment rights . . , the crucial 

factor is that the Government has shown no need, compelling or otherwise for 

the [abridgment of free speech]. Surely the fact that some may use negotiable 

instruments for illegal purposes cannot justify the Government’s running 
roughshod over the First Amendment rights of the hundreds of lawful yet 

controversial organizations like the ACLU. 

Even if the Congress were considered to have a compelling interest in requiring the reporting and 

disclosure of C&A-related agreements, a provision that “chills” active discussion about the CRA by 

subjecting persons who comment, testify, discuss, or otherwise contact financial institutions concerning 

the CRA to reporting and disclosure requirements cannot be considered “precisely drawn” to achieve the 
government’s end. In Shelton v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 479,488 (1960), for example, the Supreme Court 

emphasized that: 

[E]ven though the governmental purpose be legitimate and substantial, that 

purpose cannot be pursued by means that broadly stifle fundamental personal 

liberties when the end can be more narrowly achieved. The breadth of legislative 

abridgment must be viewed in the light of less drastic means for achieving the same 

basic purpose. 

Likewise, in NAACP v. Button, 371 U.S. 415,433 (1963), the Court held that government can regulate 

in the area of First Amendment freedoms only with “narrow specificity.” The purpose of the CRA is 

“to encourage [regulated financial institutions] to help meet the credit needs of the local communities in 

which they are chartered consistent with the safe and sound operation of such institution[s].” 12 U.S.C. 
3 2901(b). Public discussion is central to achieving this end. The Congress simply has not shown any 

compelling need to justify the breadth of the Proposed Regulations’ infringement of First Amendment 

freedoms. 

The Proposed Regulations also suffer from vagueness. The Supreme Court has held that 

“standards of permissible statutory vagueness are strict in the area of free expression.” Button, 371 U.S. 

at 432. By attempting to define particular “CRA contacts” that trigger the reporting and disclosure 

requirements, the Proposed Regulations create considerable confusion. Private persons may 

unknowingly violate the regulations and be subject to a civil penalty. This is exactly what the First 

Amendment does not allow. 
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B. The Proposed Regulations Do Not Pass First Amendment Muster Even If Speech 

Concerning the CRA Is Considered “Commercial Speech” 

Speech related to the CRA is not “commercial speech” as the Supreme Court has defined the 

term. Commercial speech has been defined as speech that does “no more than propose a commercial 
transaction.” Pittsburgh Press Co. v. Pittsburgh Comm’n on Human Relations, 413 U.S. 376, 385 

(1973); Board of Trustees of the State University of New York v. Fox, 492 U.S. 469,473-474 (1989) 
(stating that the test for identifying commercial speech is whether or not the speech “propose[s] a 

commercial transaction”); see also Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corn. v. Public Service Comm’n of 
New York, 447 U.S. 557, 562 (1980) (“[O]ur decisions have recognized ‘the commonsense distinction 

between speech proposing a commercial transaction, which occurs in an area traditionally subject to 

government regulation, and other varieties of speech.“‘) (citations omitted). The CRA is the subject of 

public interest. Comments on or discussions about an insured depository institution’s compliance (or 

noncompliance) with the CRA is not merely “speech proposing a commercial transaction.” Central 

Hudson, 447 U.S. at 562. Rather, it is the kind of discussion of “matters of public concern” that the 
First Amendment “both fully protects and implicitly encourages.” Pacific Gas & Electric Co. v. Public 

Utilities Comm’n of California, 475 U.S. 1, 13 (1986) (citing Thomhill, 310 U.S. at 101). 

Even if speech related to the CRA is considered “commercial speech,” the Proposed Regulations 

still should not pass First Amendment muster. Although a less than strict standard generally applies in 
commercial speech cases, commercial speech regulations that suppress certain categories of expression 

are reviewed with “special care.” See 44 Liquormart. Inc. v. Rhode Island, 5 17 U.S. 484, 504 (1996) 

(holding that a price advertising ban did not “survive the more stringent constitutional review that 

Central Hudson itself concluded was appropriate for the complete suppression of truthful, 

nonmisleading commercial speech.“). 

Here, the Proposed Regulations do suppress speech by imposing substantial reporting and 

disclosure requirements on persons who comment on, testify about, discuss with, or otherwise contact a 

financial institution or a federal banking agency concerning the CRA. The regulations “chill” active 
discussion, both privately and publicly, about compliance with the CRA and/or about a citizen’s opinion 

about a bank. As discussed above, Congress has shown no need for this categorical restriction on the 

right of free speech. 

C. The Proposed Regulations Infringe the First Amendment Right to Petition the 

Government for Redress of Grievances 

The Supreme Court has described the right to petition the government for redress of grievances as 

“among the most precious of the liberties safeguarded by the Bill of Rights.” United Mine Workers of 

America v. Illinois State Bar Assoc., 389 U.S. 217,222 (1967). The right to petition the government 

applies to a person’s right to seek redress from the courts as well as from administrative agencies. 
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California Motor Transport Co. v. Trucking Unlimited, 404 U.S. 508, 511 (1972). Like the right of free 

speech, there need not be a complete abridgment of the right to petition in order for a court to find the 
particular restriction unconstitutional. For example, in Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen v. Virginia 

State Bar, 377 U.S. 1, 13-14 (1964) the Court struck down a regulation that deprived a union of the right 

to select a lawyer of its choice for violation of the First Amendment’s guarantee of petition. 

The First Amendment’s guarantee of petition gives private persons the right to submit comments 

to a federal banking agency about a bank’s compliance (or noncompliance) with the CRA. The Proposed 

Regulations erode this right by imposing significant reporting and disclosure obligations on those who 

desire to exercise it. In the absence of a compelling government interest, this restraint on the guarantee of 

petition cannot be justified. 

II. The Proposed Regulations Potentially Exceed Congress’s Authority to Regulate Activity Under 

The Commerce Clause 

Section _. 5(b) of the Proposed Regulations, which implements Section 71 l(c) of the GLB, 

requires private persons to file annual reports with the Agencies describing the use of funds received 

under a “covered agreement.” To the extent that this section would subject to federal regulation private 

persons who are entering into private contracts with banks relating to wholly intra-state activities, it 

may go beyond the federal government’s authority under the Commerce Clause. See, e.g, Lopez v. 

United States, 5 14 U.S. 549, 567 (2000) (holding that Gun-Free School Zones Act exceeded Congress’s 
Commerce Clause authority). Such private contracts, being wholly intra-state, do not “substantially 

affect” interstate commerce. See id. Unlike the situation in Perez v. United States, 402 U.S. 146, 155 

(1971), for example, where the Supreme Court upheld against a Commerce Clause challenge portions of 

the Consumer Credit Protection Act prohibiting “loan sharking” activities, finding a “tie-in between local 

loan sharks and interstate crime,” Congress has not made any suggestion, let alone findings, of criminal 

activity or any other threat to interstate commerce in connection with private contracts entered into 
between private persons and banks in fulfillment of the CRA. Accordingly, by attempting to potentially 

reach wholly local, private activity and communications between banks and private persons located 

within a state, the Proposed Regulations may violate the Commerce Clause. 

III. Conclusion 

The Proposed Regulations raise serious constitutional concerns. Hence, if the Agencies choose to 

adopt them in their present form, they will face substantial litigation risks. Although statutory venue 

provisions govern suits against the OTS and the Board, suits challenging the regulations also can be 

brought against the FDIC and OCC in any court of “competent jurisdiction.” S&e 5 U.S.C. 3 703. Thus, 
the Proposed Regulations will likely generate challenges in multiple venues on both facial and factual 

grounds. 


